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Hiring the Right Employees 

Are you Spending Enough Time on
the Front End of the Selection 
Process?

Karen L. Hesser, CPRP

Director of Park Services and Legislative Affairs

Five Rivers MetroParks – Dayton, Ohio
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� Learn how to prepare job descriptions and vacancy ads 
to attract professionals whose experiences match your 
need.

� Write interview questions that help the candidate’s

genuine qualities and experiences emerge during the
process.

� Share actual experiences on interviews “gone wrong”

and gain insight on how to avoid these issues in the
future.

Six Benefits of Improved and Focused 
Hiring 

1. Higher staff quality and performance

2. Improved decision-making ability

3. Increased assessment credibility

4. Reduced turnover

5. Reduced chance of legal action

6. More rewarding and fulfilling 
environment

Top Three Things to Consider in 
Selecting Candidates:

1. Does the candidate have the core 
skills?

2. Can the candidate thrive in the agency 
culture?

3. Do the job and the culture meet the 
candidate’s needs?
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“The greatest strength of some job 
candidates is their ability to impress 
the people who interview them.”

Robert Half

Why Interviewers Fail:

1. Failing to gain enough information

2. Not matching the candidate with the job

3. Failing to evaluate the résumé

4. Settling for a superficial, rehearsed 
answer

5. Focusing on only skills rather than 
personality

6. Forgetting the qualities of the candidate

The Beginning is a Good Place to Start

1. Define the job accurately

� Update the job requirements

� Identify the skills and talents required to do the 
job

� Prepare a complete and current job description

� Prepare the job posting to highlight the key 
and critical functions
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The Beginning is a Good Place to Start

2. Evaluate the résumé completely

� Allow time to review the résumé just prior to 
the actual interview

� Highlight areas you need further information

� Do not assume anything

� Prepare and practice a thorough list of 
performance and personality based questions

The Beginning is a Good Place to Start

3. Ask the right questions effectively

� Develop your questions based on the job 
requirements and culture of the agency

� Ask probing questions – not yes and no!

� Ask follow up questions

� Then LISTEN!

The Beginning is a Good Place to Start

4. Keep score and quantify the results

� Make sure you are tracking each candidate

� Document the response for future reference

� Use a quantifiable system to support your 
decision
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Job Descriptions

�Include staff in the development of new 
and the refinement of existing job 
descriptions.

�Identify:
�Core responsibilities

�Quantifiable performance measurements

�Reporting structure

�Experience and technical knowledge

�Personality strengths for the position

�Agency culture

Job Posting

�Needs to reflect the core responsibilities

�Must clearly identify the skills and 
experience the position requires

.

JOB ELEMENTS INCLUDE:
•Plans, organizes, controls, supervises, and evaluates staff in the maintenance 
and minor repair of swimming pools, lighting systems, recreational courts, 
sprinkler systems, telemetry systems, irrigation, landscaped areas, enforcement 
and parks.
•Participates in establishing goals and objectives for the division and department 
as part of the overall department business plan. 
•Manages day-to-day operations, financial objectives, and marketing of parks, 
open space, and pool maintenance.
•Participates in all phases of the assigned department operating and capital 
budgets, including the preparation of cost estimates, ordering and inventorying 
equipment and supplies, and monitoring the assigned areas of the operating 
budget.
•Manages contracts for assigned parks, aquatics, and ranger operations.  This 
includes contract negotiation; implements, administers and manages, as 
necessary.
•Performs on-site inspections and evaluations to ensure compliance with program 
and safety policies and procedures.
•Investigates and resolves complex or sensitive citizen complaints or problems.
•Performs research, analyzes findings, prepares recommendations for changes in 
maintenance standards; monitors and evaluates program outcomes.
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.

•Recruits, selects, and develops training goals for regular and temporary staff as well as 
contracted service providers who are responsible for a variety of park sites and facilities and 
vendor services.
•Participates in the design, review, and construction of capital development and 
improvement projects.
•Responsible for the safety of all park visitors through the coordination of effective patrol 
practices, appropriate enforcement of city codes and ordinances and compliance with 
associated regulations.
•Coordinates activities with other departments and outside agencies and organizations.
•Develops yearly program calendar for area of responsibility.
•Acts as liaison and prepares reports to community groups, commissions, and agencies as 
required.
•Prepares and presents oral and written administrative, technical, and statistical reports as 
required.
•Interprets, explains, and enforces federal, state, city and county laws, rules and regulations 
including safety rules. 
•Participates in the preparation of grant applications, administers and monitors grant 
funding.
•Handles employee disciplinary situations and all documentation in a prompt and accurate 
manner.
•Establishes and monitors preventative maintenance programs such as the work 
management system.
•Reads blueprints, reviews, and approves plans in area of responsibility.
•Ensures that reserved facilities are available for users in a safe, clean condition; checks for 
permits.
•Performs other related duties as assigned.

Interview Components

�Panel interview

�Written assessment – management

� In Box Exercise

�Site evaluation

�Presentation

Types of Interview Questions
�Open

�Closed

�Negative Inquiry

�Positive Inquiry

�Hypothetical

�Confirming

�Situational
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Types of Interview Questions

�Domino – a strategic questioning style in 
which one question triggers a series of 
additional questions:

� Primary

� Secondary

� Tertiary

Evaluating Candidates
�Adaptability

�Competence

�Experience

�Manageability

� Interpersonal skill

�Attitude

Evaluating Candidates
� Initiative

�Maturity

�Stability

�Emotional control

� Integrity

�Values
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Questions
�Other than the ones required, what 

skills do you have that you feel could 
enhance this position?
� Why do you feel those skills are important?

� What value do you think they will provide?

� Key:  Is the candidate over their head, or do they 
appear to possess these skills?

Questions
�What do you know about our 

organization?
� Why have you decided to apply for this position?

� What other parks and recreation leaders are you familiar 
with?

� Key:  Is the candidate aware of the competition in 
the profession?

Questions
�Relative to the position you’ve applied 

for, please tell us about your 
experience?
� Why do you feel that your experience would benefit the 

department?

� What additional experience do you hope to gain from 
this position?

� Key:  Is the candidate able to tie the two together or 
are they unsure of the connection?
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Questions
�Describe your most ideal and least ideal 

boss?
� Why did you like or dislike these attributes?

� What did you do to change those you liked least?

� Key:  Does the candidate match either of these 
descriptions?

Questions
�When you are confronted with an 

unprecedented decision, what do you 
do?
� Why would you proceed that way?

� What other options would you see in this situation?

� Key:  Will the candidate discuss it, wait for approval 
or take action?

Questions
�How do you criticize subordinates?

� How have you responded when criticism has failed to 
produce the desired results?

� Please, as my boss, criticize my poor performance.

� Key:  Does the candidate criticize the behavior or 
the person?
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Questions
�What motivates you to improve and 

progress in your career?
� Why are you motivated by these things?

� What de-motivates you?

� Key:  Is the candidate self-directed or is motivation 
required from others?

Questions
�Tell us about a time when you went 

“above and beyond” the call of duty.
� Why did you do it?

� What was the ultimate benefit to you?

� Key:  What does the candidate define as “above and 
beyond”?

Questions
�Where do you think you would like to be 

in three to five years?
� Why would you like to be in that position?

� How do you think that you will get there?

� Key:  How realistic is the candidate?
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Questions
�Describe a time when you got very 

angry in the workplace.
� Why did you get this angry?

� What actions did you take to resolve your anger?

� Key:  What is the level of anger that the candidate 
views as “very angry”.

Questions
�Define what integrity means.

� Why would you choose these adjectives?

� What past situations in the workplace have involved 
integrity?

� Key:  Will the answer include words like honest, 
trustworthy, and dependable?

Questions
�How would you spend $2,500 if the 

department were to give to you to 
spend as you see fit?
� Why would you spend it this way?

� What would you hope to gain by spending it this way?

� Key:  Will they spend it on self-gratification or self-
improvement?
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Questions

� Give examples of your duties and responsibilities at your 
present/previous work sites? 

� (Responsibility, Promotion, Administration, People Management) 

� This position requires an individual with strong supervision 
and leadership ability. What characteristics do you have that 
would make you a good supervisor and leader? 

� (Good Vision, High Performance Standards, Good Judge of People, 

Team Leadership, Respect for People, Inspire Trust, Principled, 
Courage of Convictions, Proactive, Good Judgment, Good Oral-

Written-Listening Communication skills, Perceptive, Capacity to 

synthesize, Innovative, Intelligent, Conceptual). 

Questions

� Describe a time when you have conformed to a policy even 
though you did not agree with it.

� Describe a decision you made that your supervisor disagreed 
with – and how did you handle it?

� Tell us about a time when a supervisor asked you to complete a 
task that you thought was not necessary, or could have been 
done another way.  What steps did you take to achieve the task?
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Questions and Answers


